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A CHARACTERISTIC PROPERTY OF THE SPHERE

GIACOMO SABAN

ABSTRACT. Let S be any connected piece of surface in Euclidean three-space,

of class C3 and g,0, itJ be the coefficients of the first and second fundamental

forms of S. If these coefficients satisfy the system of differential equations

obtained by interchanging the g¿j and Z¿j having same indices in the Mainardi-

Codazzi equations, S is part of a sphere. Furthermore, if two metrics on S

satisfy a similar condition, they are proportional.

0. Several characterizations of the sphere, all involving the curvature of the

second fundamental form, have appeared in the last decade [1-5]. The charac-

terization obtained here is related to the above, in the sense that it follows from a

condition in which the second fundamental form is predominant.

1. Let 5 be a piece of a regular surface of class G3 in three-dimensional Euclidean

space. Let gij and kj respectively denote the coefficients of the first and second

fundamental forms of S. Suppose there exists some point of S which is not an

umbilic: then in some suitable neighbourhood U of this point there is a net of lines

of curvature. Choose these lines as coordinate curves ux = constant, i = 1,2, on

S: then

9i2(P) = h2(P) = 0

for all PEU.

For any function F = F(ux, u2), let drF denote the partial derivative of F with

respect to ur. Then the Theorema Egregium can be expressed by the formula [6,

p. 120]

(1.1) K =
\/ffii022 \    V    VÏÏïl    J V    y/922

and the coefficients of the second fundamental form satisfy two conditions, namely

the Mainardi-Codazzi equations for S, which, under the assumptions specified

above, are the two differential equations [6, pp. 196-198]

d2(lu/s/gïî) — (l22/922)d2(y/gñ) = 0,
(1.2)

di(l22/y/g^ ) — (lu/gi^d^y/g^) = 0.

In the sequel we shall refer to equations (1.2) as first Mainardi-Codazzi equations

and shall call second Mainardi-Codazzi equations those obtained from (1.2) by

interchanging the g^'s and the Z¿/s having same indices.

It should be noted that for the second Mainardi-Codazzi equations to be defined,

both Zn and ¿22 have to be strictly positive and hence the second fundamental form

of S has to be positive definite: as a consequence the Gauss curvature K is also

strictly positive on S.
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2. PROPOSITION. Let S be a connected piece of a regular surface of at least

class G3 in three-dimensional Euclidean space. If the coefficients of the first and

second fundamental forms of S satisfy both the first and the second Mainardi-Codazzi

equations, S is a piece of a sphere.

PROOF. We claim that under the conditions of the hypothesis all the points of

S are umbilics.

In order to prove this statement, assume that it is not fulfilled: then S has at

least one point which is not an umbilic and for some suitable neighbourhood U of

this point the assumptions of the previous paragraph hold and the coefficients of

the first and second fundamental forms of S satisfy the system

d2(lu/yfgTi) — (l22/g22)d2(y/çhl) = 0,

di(l22/s/g2l) — {hi/giiid^y/g^) = 0,

d2(gii/Vhl) — {g22/l22)d2(\/hi) = 0,

di(g22/\/l2~2) — (W¿ii)di(\/¿22 ) = 0.

Eliminating l22/g22 and lu/gu respectively between the first and third and between

the second and fourth of the above, equations

d2(hi/VgT[)d2(gii/y/h¡) = d2(y/g~U)d2(\/h¡),

di{l22/y/g22)di(g22/\/l22) = d 1(^/0^)0 ^s/l^z)

are obtained. Direct calculation then leads to the equations

,2

(2.1)

(2.2)

(2.3)

From the latter

(2.4)

(d2gn      d2lg\

I «hi     ¿u ;    '
fdig22 _ dihA

\ g22       l22 )

h\{ux,u2) = p(u1)gn(u1,u2),

¿22(UX,U2) = Ç(w2)g22(w1 ,U2),

(2.5)

where p and q are two arbitrary functions which appear in the course of the

integration of the system (2.3).

Substituting these values in the first and second equations of the initial system

(2.1), the conditions

(p(u1)-q(u2))d2(V9Ti) = 0,

(p(u1)-q(u2))di(s/g2-2) = n

are obtained.

Conditions (2.5) are fulfilled if both d2(,/gîî) and d^^/gñ) are simultaneously

zero, but in this case K would also be zero, by (1.1): since this cannot be the case,

we must have

(2.6) piu1) = q(u2)

and this implies p = q = constant, hence, by (2.4),

hi/9n — h2/g22,

so that the point under consideration is an umbilic. Thus the assumption that S

contains points which are not umbilical is absurd and the proposition is proved.

Q.E.D.
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3. The previous result can be applied to a more general situation.

Suppose two distinct metrics, g and /, having as coefficients the gij and lij respec-

tively, are prescribed on some two dimensional connected manifold M. Suppose

furthermore that

(i) one of the two metrics, say g, has nonzero curvature;

(ii) the gij satisfy the Mainardi-Codazzi equations with respect to the lij and the

converse is also true.

Reduce both metrics simultaneously to orthogonal form (so that gi2 = h2 = 0):

in their new form the metrics still satisfy the two sets of Mainardi-Codazzi equations

and all the previous calculations hold. Thus the following proposition is obtained.

Proposition. Let M be a connected 2-disc manifold under two metrics g,l,

such that the curvature of one of the metrics is nonzero. If both metrics satisfy the

Mainardi-Codazzi equations with respect to each other, then I = Cg, where C E R

is a constant.1
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1The writer is indebted to Professor Udo Simon of the Technische Universität in Berlin for

having suggested the last proposition and both to Professor Simon and to the referee for corrections
in the earlier versions of this paper.


